Medical/Clinical Faculty

Academic Tracks

Teaching Scholar
Instructor ** Assistant ** Associate TST Professor TST

Research Scholar
Instructor ** Assistant ** Associate RST Professor RST

(Research)
Instructor (RES) ** Assistant (RES) Associate (RES) Professor (RES)

Clinical Tracks

Clinical
Clinical Instructor Clinical Assistant Clinical Associate Clinical Professor

Clinician Educator
Instructor, Clinician Educator Assistant, Clinician Educator Associate, Clinician Educator Professor, Clinician Educator

Biological Sciences Faculty

Academic Tracks

(Research)
Assistant (Research) Associate (Research) Professor (Research)

Tenure
Assistant Associate Professor

(MBL)
Assistant (MBL) Associate (MBL) Professor (MBL)

Clinical Tracks

Clinical
Clinical Instructor Clinical Assistant Clinical Associate Clinical Professor

Clinician Educator
Instructor, Clinician Educator Assistant, Clinician Educator Associate, Clinician Educator Professor, Clinician Educator

Biological Sciences Affiliates

Teaching Associate Research Associate Investigator Adjunct Visiting

Emeritus

Medical Affiliates

Teaching Associate Research Associate Senior Teaching Associate Senior Research Associate Investigator Adjunct Visiting

Graduate Medical Education (GME)

Housestaff Psych Intern

Chief Resident

Teaching Fellow Research Fellow

Emeritus

** up or out
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